


OUR HOMES

CONTENT WARNINGS
 

This zine explores a wide range of topics for
ill,disabled, deaf and neurodivergent people in
relation to the home. There may be some themes
which are particular pertinent to some readers

including: 
isolation, strong language, mental health,

displacement, domestic abuse. 
 
 



'Our Homes' is an exploration of the experiences of
home for ill, deaf, disabled and neurodivergent people. 

 
This project started with a conversation with our lead

artists Saoirse Felix Addams and Ellie Ora Page. Over
the last year they have creatively explored the theme of
home– it’s joy and grief and everything in-between. They
worked to create individual collections of work which are

featured within this zine.  Alongside our lead artists,
creatives from across Greater Manchester have joined us

to create a zine filled with experiences of home. 

OUR HOMES

Thank you to all the amazing artists 
featured in this zine

 
Saoirse Felix Addams

Rhian Bolton
Kimia Etemadi
 Adam Fenton,
Sarah Godfrey

Hannah 
Kao Hove

Neelam Mahmood
Valentina Ojeda

Sumaira Khalid Naseem
Ellie Ora Page

 Jamie-Lee Wainman
The Young Creatives. 
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ARTIST BIO

Felix (they/them) is a multidisciplinary artist
based in Greater Manchester. A queer, disabled

immigrant, their greatest passions are social
justice and animals. These can often be seen

either individually, or combined, in their art. Their
disabilities also greatly influence their work, and

since late 2019 their art has been undertaken
using their non-dominant hand for medical

reasons.



PAUSE
"Pause
Stop.

Take a breath.
Unclench your jaw.

Drop your shoulders.
Rest, if only for a moment.".



CAT ENFORCED REST
"I have learned a lot from following Rest for Resistance and
QTPoC Mental Health online for the last few years, and from

them I have learned that rest is radical, rest is necessary, rest is
not something to be shamed for, rest is a crucial part of the fight

against capitalism. Humans are not hive insects, humans are
mammals, and all mammals need to spend a lot of time resting.

[...]"



NAP TIME



SHAMROCKS



WEDDING RINGS
"50% of disabled women will find themselves in a domestic

abuse situation.  Read that again.
 

I am lucky enough to be happy in my marriage, and to have a
supportive husband. But many people like me are not so lucky.

When you’re completely financially dependent on your partner,
and too disabled to work, what happens when things go wrong?

[...]"



Instagram: @PrettyRadArtBySFA 
Twitter: @PrettyRadArt

Facebook: Facebook.com/PrettyRadArt

Find more ofFind more of  
Felix's work here:Felix's work here:



ARTIST BIO
Ellie (she/her) is a queer, disabled artist based in Manchester,

UK. An experienced youth & mental health worker, she
discovered a passion for making art whilst running various arts

programmes in mental health settings. She has since run her own
art ‘lack-of-movement’, under the moniker Still Ill OK, and has
worked freelance in recent years, utilising her broad range of

skills as an accessibility consultant, artist, producer, designer &
academic. 

 
Over the pandemic, she managed the UK Disability Arts Alliance

and undertook projects working as a mentor & advocate to
young adults. She has experience in theatre and film as an actor,
director, producer & dramaturg, has several publications and is

a keen writer alongside her visual arts practice. She is a
postgraduate researcher of social & alternative approaches to

psychosis, and has recently begun a North West partnership role
aiming to break down the barriers to the visual arts world. She is

also, alongside two fellow disabled artists, one third of the
founders of TRIAD³ C.I.C. - an intersectional arts practice

focused on principles of remote collaboration & accessibility.

ELLIE ORAELLIE ORA
PAGEPAGE



BEIT



SHIFTING 4 WALLS



THE PEACEFUL 
LOCKDOWN OF DAYDREAMS



Clay, vegetable-based ink, acrylic paint.
THE NFT COLLECTION (NarlFT)



BY ELLIE ORA PAGE

NarlFT
 THE JAIL CELL

NarlFT
THE PRISON KEYS



HOME IS WHERE THEY TELL YOU 
 Mixed Media



Having shielded for 2 years, I finally caught COVID in
December 2021. I thought I was going to die. I didn’t.

Neighbours I didn’t even know posted piles of chocolate
bars and get well soon cards through my door [...]. My

medical history is one of An Unlucky One - the 0.6% in a risk
statistic that the bad thing actually happens to. I spent
lockdown feeling like one of the unlucky ones, but I truly

understand now just how lucky I am.

ONE OF THE LUCKY ONES



HOARDING
(means there are always 

treasures waiting to be discovered)



MAKE IT SOFT,
MAKE IT FLUFFY, 
MAKE IT HOME



Instagram: @ElliePageOk  
Twitter: @StillIllOk

LinkedIn: @EllenJPage 
Etsy: Still Ill

Buy me a Coffee: 
BuyMeACoffee.com/Stillill

Linktree: https://bio.link/ElliePage

ELLIE ORA PAGEELLIE ORA PAGE

Find more of Ellie's work here:Find more of Ellie's work here:



She/her
Instagram: @wainman_design  

JAMIE-LEE WAINMAN

"A visual diary helps me reflect after a difficult day. Quite
often I can’t attend events or suddenly have to change
plans. These creative and reflective processes give me

time to ground myself and reflect on my needs."



She/her
Instagram: @Nemii_94 

NEELAM MAHMOOD

"I created this piece to reflect on my worries and fears of
when the pandemic had come and to show the uneasy

feelings that I was going through at the time, highlighting
that although it was a global issue, isolation was more

prevalent than ever."

SLEEPLESS



He/they
Instagram/Twitter:@AdamPFenton 

ADAM FENTON

My time inside has let my spikes grow back
mind you, I quite enjoy the distance they bring
is that bad to say?
a part of me thinks not. That part persists like
house music bass over and over 
that shakes my foundations and reroutes all
I have laid down and built upon.
would it be so bad to grow backwards?
like I’m undoing the damage wrapped as progress
to be a better not as good for you me
call it strange when it feels more like
home.
You are welcome here, I
promise, you
can find the freedom outside
keeps hidden
come in, take off your big coat,
and start to feel the benefit.
visit rooms unexplored and
cobwebbed from
when you could be indoor
pointy.
I’m unravelling threads long
completed
ready to focus on beginnings
this time



First name preferred or She/her
Twitter: @SumairaKNaseem  

SUMAIRA KHALID NASEEM

"I take photographs of the Mancunian skyline especially at
sunset. Seeing the colours means I am home, safe and well.
Being able to capture such moments of everyday beauty is
something I cannot take for granted. When I can soak in my
home city and preserve it in my imagination means today is

a good day."

BURN



She/her
Instagram:@EatMyShrts_ 

RHIAN BOLTON

"Pre-pandemic, I made work surrounding the mundanity of
everyday life, which evolved to second-wave feminism

practices of kitsch and homely craft techniques to explore
life in a pandemic, home, and gender roles. In this work, I

have explored feelings around the childhood home,
protective factors, and my elderly dog, Rosie."



She/her
Instagram:@Etemadi_Kimia 

KIMIA ETEMADI

HOME HAIKUS

Home’s where the heart is,
but I don’t know where my heart

really even is
 

Iran was once home,
until it wasn’t. One day,
it could be something.

Welcome to my home.
It’s made of love, trauma and

years of arguments.

Unheimlich could mean
so much more than “un-homely”

if “home” weren’t abstract.

Make yourself at home.
Watch some TV together,

just not the world news.

Our government cares
not that we can’t afford homes.

We’re not their problem.

Our bungalow is:
semi-detached, two-bedroomed,

and not haunted (yet).



They/them
Instagram: @StubbinsDraws 

HANNAH

"In the early pandemic, home became a place where I
could unmask and relearn myself. I actually kind of miss the
days of lockdown when things where really accessible and
I was able to go to workshops and virtual gigs without the

real-world barriers! As restrictions are dropped and
people’s expectations of me change, I am finding myself

struggling with all the demands placed on me and am
getting burnt out a lot quicker. I retreat as much as I can to
the pockets of comfort we have built in our flat, amongst

the working from home stress. I find home has become less
of a place, and more of a feeling I have with the person I

love.  I feel safe and comfortable to grow and evolve
authentically. I feel hope for brighter days as we build our

homes in each other."



They/them
Instagram: @Aitkatalo

KAORU HOVE

Of the time where 
house became only, 
Loneliness filled me 
like a house with no home 
I became under-
construction
Built bricks of listening
To my interior dialogue, 
Wallpapered with
compassion
found a studio apartment
in self,
Decorated with soft things,
cat shaped items and all
the colours,
In attending to my garden, 
I found peace in repotting
me,
After a lockdown chrysalis,
The space I created
Removing of the weeds, 
Brought the flowers of over
sharing
and gifts of information 
Strange together

Avoiding typical
weather
Cosy, warmth, fluffiness 
Like a holiday home,
Someone I return to,
Travelled the given
narratives
Allowing all our
differences
Transcending
expectation, 
Houses are the vessels 
Of the homes,
Safety, comfort,
understanding 
I will always find a Home
in Him 

HOME IS HANNON
 

AN ODE TO AUTISTIC LOVE
 
 
 



She/her
Instagram:@V_OFC 

VALENTINA ODEJA

RIGHT AT HOME

Home is here,

Home is now,

Home is returning to that age where I was the most
scared, and knowing that it will all be ok.

No holding back, no right or wrong.

Just presence.

Feel it. Here. 

Breathe in. Breathe out.

No more running away. 

No judgment, just acceptance.

Home is where I keep learning what I need. Where I
unlearn and relearn and go back to square one and do it
all over again.

Home is the warm embrace of patience and
understanding.

From me, to me.



They/them
Instagram:@SarahKGodfrey

SARAH GODFREY



My (ill) body is the
house, obviously. 

IT'S MY HOUSE AND I
LIVE HERE.

I listened to this song
every day over the first
lockdown. Every single
day. On it's own, part of
other DJ sets (would
recommend Nightmare
on Wax's 2013 set on
Youtube). The Lyrics
were sometimes the first
thing I thought of when I
woke up and it
occasionally gave me
flashbacks to my Mum
playing her Supremes
CD when we were kids
and dancing in the
kitchen.

I PUT MY NAME ON THE
CEILIN' ABOVE

IT WAS BUILT FOR LOVE

The chorus changed
over the lockdown
period. Sometimes it
was a celebration and I
offered it up to the
sunshine. Other times I
whispered it through
gritted teeth. Every so
often it was a guttural
wail because I was
trying very hard to live
here and didn't feel
very built for love.

IT'S MY HOUSE AND I
LIVE HERE.

I sang it to the house i
was living in at the time
(which was a
temporary home full of
broken furniture) and I
sang it to myself and my
body because there
were just too many
layers of dissociation
going on. I've spent a
lot of time avoiding my
body and it delicately
balanced chronic
problems, until of
course they aren't
balanced and that's a
big problem. 

Mental separation from
the parts of my body
that are precarious
always seemed like the
best course of action.
There's no cure, there's
just management. Who
wants to be the middle
manager of a system
that's teetering on the
brink most of the time?
The system is
unknowable, it's dark
and shadowy. It's the
Blair Witch Project of
bodies. I can
acknowledge the daily
reality of chronic illness
(there's not exactly a
choice) but in order to
deal with that, and the
gender dysphoria,
seeing my body as
abstract helps a lot. 

IT'S MY HOUSE AND I
LIVE HERE.

I didn't experience
some life shattering
reconciliation with
myself over lockdown
and there isn't any neat
way to sum it up.
Singing this song over
and over again in my
head was, however, a
weird way of
recognising that my
body is full of wonky
furniture and i can sit
with those thoughts
without feeling panicky.
It felt like a partial
acknowledgement,
thanks to the power of
disco (oh shit, that was
quite a neat way to sum
it up?) 



ARTIST BIOS
(in order of appearance)

Jamie-Lee is a creator, facilitator, and educator. Within
her practice, she aims to make learning experiences
more inclusive for different minds, using playful and

creative thinking as a vehicle. She utilises her
neurodivergent brain to create new and innovative ways

of learning about topics, ourselves, and the people
around us. Jamie-Lee also has a passion for 3D printing
due to the minimal waste material produced and the
ability to print with recycled bioplastics. She uses 3D

printing as a tool to help her create playful experiences
for public engagement.

www.wainmandesigns.co.uk

Neelam's main practice is combining mental health and
creativity for herself as well as to help and encourage
communities to express their feelings, voices, thoughts,
through art. Having lived experience, Neelam explore
issues that are still current and rising for many people

today through a variety of art methods such as painting,
sculpture and currently through poetry.

JAMIE-LEE WAINMAN

NEELAM MAHMOOD

Adam is a writer performer based in Manchester, writing
for stage and screen. Adam's work focuses on identity,

accessibility, and freedom of expression.

ADAM FENTON



ARTIST BIOS
(in order of appearance)

SUMAIRA KHALID NASEEM

RHIAN BOLTON

KIMIA ETEMADI

Sumaira is a visual difference artist. Sumaira uses lived
experience to share vision and creative perception of the

world through a multi sensory lens. Sumaira's trans-
disciplinary practice includes photography, film, drawing

and sound art.

Rhian is a Welsh maker living and working in Manchester.
Bolton has been featured in online publications regularly

since the pandemic, including Orange Blush Zine,
Creatures Mag, Yer Mag, and My Friend Alex. She has

found sharing work through publication to be a key
element in her work, with increased accessibility through
online opportunities aiding the public view of her work.

Bolton’s work is currently on display at the HOME
Manchester Open Exhibition.

Kimia is a writer, teacher and translator from Manchester.
She loves learning languages, calligraphy and travelling.

Https://sumairanaseem.wixsite.com/sumairakhalidnaseem



ARTIST BIOS
(in order of appearance)

HANNAH

KAO HOVE

Hannah is a Manchester based queer, neurodivergent
wanna-be illustrator churning out drawings to process the

world and hopefully be part of something better.

Kao is a queer, autistic multidisciplinary artist, using
theatre, dance, poetry and music to express themselves.

Through their alias “AITKA TALO” they perform as a
superhuman version of themselves to create an

aesthetically interesting mouthpiece for their personal
views. They use creativity and art to discuss political and

social topics, from often unusual angles. Their work focuses
on mental health, gender, love, spirituality and identity.

 VALENTINA ODEJA
Valentina is a writer and multimedia artist. Born in
Colombia, brought up in Spain and Manchester. 

SARAH GODFREY
Sarah is a textile artist who likes to tinker with technology
(and write sometimes). They spend a lot of time thinking

about kelp, second-hand fabrics and how to inhabit their
body.

SarahKGodfrey.com 



HOME IS....

The Young Creatives is a group collaboratively
presented by Contact 

and GMCDP (Greater Manchester Coalition of Disabled
People). We asked the group what home meant to them,

here are their responses. 
 

Thank you to anon, Anustan, Emmy, Gemma, Libby, Lizzy,
Matt, Molly and Sam. 

Home is a place
where you're

being  responded
to and cared for

most.

Home is a place
where I don't have

to be someone
else.

Home is a
gift. It's

space to
relax and
watch a

film.
Home is full of

cardboard, pens
and protest
materials. 

Home is scattered.

Home is a refuge.

Home is safe,
comforting, family

and laughter.

Home is
where I can
take off my

shoes (I don't
like wearing

shoes).

Home is 
sensory.

Home is 
sometimes hard to

find.

Home is in 
our storytelling

Home is badly
sound proofed

Home is where
i'm worst at
being alone



HOME IS....

Home is my
bubble wrap, it
protects me. 

Home is where I can
stop asking. I am my

core self.

Home is an
extension of
myself - it is
calm and
chaotic!

Home is warm soft
lighting, no harsh edges.

Home is a
hug, the

front door
is

welcome,
open arms.

Home is comfort, cozyiness, and
warmth. It's taking your shoes and bra

off, and knowing that you can be
here, there's no pressure, no

oppressions, no barriers.

Home is not
a place. I

moved
around so

much. Home
is where
you're

accepted.

Home is everywhere
because i'm house

bound at the moment. 

Home is not a building We
make our own homes within

ourselves and our friends and
the places we feel safe. 

Home is quite a
stressful place

Home is lots of
places, some real

and some not.
Home is like a

Tardis.

Home is pressure, lifted. A place
to unmask and unwind. To cease
to perform for a short while and

let my soul catch up with me



Our Homes was presented in collaboration by Drawn
Poorly, Short Supply and with support and funding from

Contact and Arts Council England.
 
 
 
 
 
 

Short Supply’s goal since day one has been to help out
early-career artists from the north by providing
opportunities in the form of exhibitions, advice,

commissions and access to a lovely network.
 

Over time, Short Supply has become a bridge between
early-career artists and the more established art world,
breaking the cycle of needing work to gain a reputation
and needing a reputation to get work. Instead of waiting

for people with more experience to pay attention to
emerging artists, we’ve been creating a platform

ourselves. Being the change we want to see and all that.
Instagram/Twitter: @ShortSupplyMcr

ShortSupply.Org 

THIS PROJECT



 
 
 
 

Drawn Poorly is a zine project focussed on experiences
of ill, disabled, deaf and neurodivergent people. Through
zines, workshops and artistic projects, we create space

for conversation, creativity and shared experience. 
 

Instagram/Twitter: @DrawnPoorlyZine
DrawnPoorlyZine.co.uk

 
 
 
 
 

Contact is where young people change their lives
through the arts, and audiences of all ages experience

exciting new shows.
From our sustainable creative building in Manchester, we
produce events, host tours from some of the best theatre

companies in the world, and develop the next
generation of artists, performers and community leaders.

 
Instagram/Twitter: @ContactMCR

 ContactMCR.com
 
 

THIS PROJECT



Throughout the pandemic, the experiences of ill,
disabled, deaf and neurodivergent people have been

quite different.
Many have had to shield and have experienced great

uncertainty. 
 

Our homes became a place of digital shows,
workshops - with lots of folks attending their first of

these for many years. 
Our homes can be a place of comfort, a place to

unmask and be yourself. It's also a place that can feel
isolating. 

 
Working with Lead Artists Saoirse Felix Addams and
Ellie Ora Page, they havw creatively explored the

theme of home - it's joy and grief and everything in
between. 

 
Alongside our lead artists, creatives from across

Greater Manchester have joined us in making the zine,
contributing their own experiences. 

 
This zine has been created in collaboration with

Drawn Poorly, Short Supply and Contact, supported by
Arts Council England. 

 


